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Paul and Jesus: How Paul Transformed the Gospel of Jesus. In The Jesus Dynasty, biblical scholar James Tabor brings us closer than ever to the historical facts of the time when the gospel spread. Tabor presents a new perspective on the life and teachings of Jesus, based on recent archaeological discoveries and a careful analysis of the earliest Christian documents.

The Jesus Dynasty: The Hidden History of Jesus, His Royal Family, and the Birth of Christianity. The Jesus Dynasty offers a bold new interpretation of Jesus' life and the origins of Christianity. The book suggests that the original Jesus movement was a dynastic one, with the goal of establishing a royal family and the birth of Christianity as a dynasty.

Another Jesus - Vision.org

The Forever King: Seeing Jesus in 2 Samuel - Topical Studies

Ethiopian royal family base their right to rule on a dynastic line. It was claimed during his lifetime that Jesus was an Ethiopian king and the rightful heir to the ancient dynasty.

The Jesus Dynasty offers a new perspective on the Jesus Christ. The book challenges the traditional view of Jesus as a spiritual teacher and instead presents him as a dynastic leader.

The historical context of Jesus' time is also explored, with a focus on the dynastic thinking and feeling that was current in the culture.

The Jesus Dynasty offers a bold new interpretation of the life of Jesus and the origins of Christianity, based on a careful analysis of the earliest Christian documents and recent archaeological discoveries.
Religious historian James Tabor has a very different agenda: The Jesus Dynasty is the author's personal summing up of more than 30 years of trying to discover.